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The Important

Factors for Plant Life

    Plants are living things, just
like humans and animals. So,
all plants need some important
things to grow. Plants become
taller, they grow new leaves,
and they grow new flowers. So,
we can see that they grow.
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     Just like light and
water, plants also need air
and nutrients to grow well.
Different plants can grow
and live in different places.
But, all plants need the
same important factors for
their living.



Cactus can grow well in a

desert. Their leaves grow

into spines. So, they lose

less water and can live

well in dry places.

Science Fact



There are four important factors

for plants to grow.





1. Light



2. Water



3. Air



4. Nutrients



1. If plants
do not get light
for a long time,

their leaves
will turn pale

yellow.

2. Water is an
important factor for

plant growth.

3. Plants need
carbon dioxide
for breathing.

4. Plants need
oxygen for
making food.5. Adding fertilizers

to soil will add up
nutrients for plants.

1 Color the correct statement.
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Important

Factors for

Plant Growth

Plants use it as an energy

source for making ............................................. .

Plants use it in making food.

Plants use it for breaking down

........................................................................ in the soil.

Plants use oxygen for breathing.

Plants use carbon dioxide for making food.

They make plants grow quickly.

1. Light

2. Water

3. ..........

4. ...........
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source for making  food .

Plants use it in making food.

Plants use it for breaking down

      nutrients    in the soil.

Plants use oxygen for breathing.

Plants use carbon dioxide for making food.

They make plants grow quickly.
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Think HigherLesson 1
1. Which picture has been covered by a rock for a long time? Why?



Think HigherLesson 1
1. Which picture has been covered by a rock for a long time? Why?

Picture    because it looks pale yellow.

It is pale yellow because the grass did

not get light for a long time.
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